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The Routledge History of the Domestic
Sphere in Europe 2020-12-29
this book addresses the multifaceted history of the domestic sphere in
europe from the age of reformation to the emergence of modern society
by focusing on daily practice interaction and social relations it shows
continuities and social change in european history from an interior
perspective the routledge history of the domestic sphere in europe
contains a variety of approaches from different regions that each pose a
challenge to commonplace views such as the emergence of confessional
cultures of private life and of separate spheres of men and women by
analyzing a plethora of manifold sources including diaries court records
paintings and domestic advice literature this volume provides an
overview of the domestic sphere as a location of work and consumption
conflict and cooperation emotions and intimacy and devotion and
education the book sheds light on changing relations between spouses
parents and children masters and servants or apprentices and humans
and animals or plants thereby exceeding the notion of the modern
nuclear family this volume will be of great use to upper level graduates
postgraduates and experienced scholars interested in the history of
family household social space gender emotions material culture work and
private life in early modern and nineteenth century europe

Sul filo dei ricordi 1996
the history of science the history of women and gender history gendered
touch offers new perspectives on the intersections between the textual
and the embodied nature of scientific knowledge in early modern europe

Gendered Touch 2022-06-13
weaving together cultural history and critical imperial studies anastasia
stouraiti shows how war and territorial expansion shaped seventeenth
century venetian culture and society using an extensive array of sources
stouraiti tests conventional assumptions about republicanism commercial
peace and cross cultural exchange and offers a new approach to the
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study of the republic of venice by bringing the history of communication
in dialogue with empire building and colonial conquest in the
mediterranean this book provides an original interpretation of the politics
of knowledge in wartime venice stouraiti demonstrates that the venetian
ottoman war of the morea 1684 1699 was mediated through a diverse
range of cultural mechanisms of patrician elite domination that
orchestrated the production of popular consent exploring the
militarisation of the public sphere and the orientalist discourse associated
with it stouraiti exposes the surprising connections between bellicose
foreign policies and domestic power politics in a state celebrated as the
most serene republic of merchants

Le stagioni del cuore 2022-12-31
this book is the first epoch spanning study on jewish participation in the
italian women s movement focussing in a transnational perspective on
the experience of italian jewish protagonists in liberal italy during the first
world war and the fascist dictatorship until 1945 drawing on ego
documents contemporary journals and jewish community archives as well
as records by the police and public authorities it examines the tensions
within the emancipation process between participation and exclusion the
book argues that the racial laws from 1938 did not represent the sudden
end of an idyllic integration but rather the climax of a long term
development social marginalization the persecution of jewish rights and
the assault on jewish lives during fascism are analysed distinctly from the
perspective of jewish women in spite of their significant influence on the
transnational orientation of the italian women s movement their
emancipation as women and jews remained incomplete

War, Communication, and the Politics of
Culture in Early Modern Venice 2022-06-30
das buch untersucht nullum crimen sine lege als europäischen grundsatz
die untersuchung konzentriert sich auf die rolle der vorhersehbarkeit als
lösung für die legalitätsprobleme die sich aus dem richterrecht im
strafrecht ergeben die vorhersehbarkeit und seine entwicklung werden in
der rechtsprechung des egmr untersucht aktuelle lösungen die von
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zivilrechtsstaaten italien und deutschland angenommen wurden werden
auch unter berücksichtigung der theoretischen grundlagen von ncsl
analysiert darüber hinaus wird die rolle der vorhersehbarkeit im eu recht
als beispiel für eine wirkungsorientierte rechtsordnung betrachtet
abschließend werden zukunftsperspektiven für die umsetzung der
vorhersehbarkeit analysiert

Jewish Women in the Early Italian Women’s
Movement, 1861–1945 2021-06-17
environmental crime is one of the most profitable and fastest growing
areas of international criminal activity the increasing cross border scope
of environmental crimes and harms is one of the reasons why
governments and the enforcement community have trouble in finding the
proper responses law enforcement cooperation between western
industrialized states is often time consuming and problematic and the
problems increase exponentially when environmental criminals take
advantage of situations where government and law enforcement are
weak this book provides an overview of the developments and problems
in the field of transnational environmental crimes and harms addressing
these issues from perspectives such as enforcement deterrence
compliance and emission trading schemes divided into four parts the
authors consider global issues in green criminology responses to
transnational environmental crimes and harms alternative methods to
combat environmental crime and specific types of crimes and
criminological research discussing these topics from the view of green
criminology sociology and governance this book will be of great interest
to all those concerned about the transnational dimensions of crime and
the environment

Nullum Crimen Sine Lege, the European
Convention on Human Rights and the
Foreseeability of the Law 2016-06-10
the 70th volume of the eranos yearbooks presents the work of the last
three years of activities at the eranos foundation 2009 2011 it includes
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the papers given on the theme of the 2011 conference about fragility in
the contemporary world together with talks given on the occasion of the
seminar cycle entitled eranos jung lectures which took place during the
years 2010 2011 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of carl gustav
jung s passing eminent international scholars gathered to share their
work presented here primarily in english along with some chapters in
italian this publication carries additional special meaning in further
consolidating the collaboration with the fetzer institute by presenting the
manuscripts of the dialogues on the power of love held at eranos
between 2008 and 2011 this project follows the path of the original
model of eranos especially the aspect of dialogue searching for
understanding and deepening crucial themes in the contemporary world
contents 2011 eranos conference about fragility in the contemporary
world 2008 2011 fetzer institute dialogues at eranos the power of love
love in the esoteric traditions love in the history of eranos love and
beauty in the visual arts love and the social bond love and the musical
arts 2010 2011 eranos jung lectures the greek word eranos means a
banquet to which every guest contributes from 1933 onwards the eranos
conferences took shape in ascona moscia switzerland springing from the
idea of olga fröbe kapteyn to create a meeting place of east and west
under the influence of the psychologist carl gustav jung and other
prominent leaders of that era the eranos conferences found their way
towards symbolical archetypal and mythological motifs the eranos
gathering is symbolized by its famous round table the image and
meaning of which inspired many of the leading thinkers of the 20th
century for more than 70 years depth psychologists philosophers
theologians orientalists historians of religions as well as natural scientists
find at eranos a unique place where they could meet and exchange views
the rich collection of eranos yearbooks bears testimony to an immense
and original work accomplished in various fields of learning

Environmental Crime in Transnational
Context 1849
temples are the most prestigious buildings in the urban landscape of
ancient italy emerging within a network of centres of the then known
mediterranean world notwithstanding the fragmentary condition of the
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buildings remains these monuments and especially their richly decorated
roofs are crucial sources of information on the constitution of political
social and craft identities acting as agents in displaying the meaning of
images the subject of this volume is thematic and includes material from
the eastern mediterranean including greece and turkey contributors
discuss the network between patron elites and specialized craft
communities that were responsible for the sophisticated terracotta
decoration of temples in italy between 600 and 100 bc focusing on the
mobility of craft people and craft traditions and techniques asking how
images iconographies practices and materials can be used to explain the
organization of ancient production distribution and consumption special
attention has been given to relations with the eastern mediterranean
greece and anatolia investigating craft communities workshop
organizations and networks has never been thoroughly undertaken for
this period and region nor for this exceptionally rich category of materials
or for the craftspeople producing the architectural terracottas papers in
this volume aim to improve our understanding of roof production and
construction in this period to reveal relationships between main
production centres and to study the possible influences of immigrant
craftspeople

Eranos Yearbook 70: 2009/2010-2011
2019-09-16
in every country across europe at some point or other during the last five
hundred years cheap printed materials were the staple diet of ordinary
people providing a rich array of entertainment education and information
they came in various forms but were usually variations on the theme of
single sheets or simple booklets and they were carried far and wide in
pedlars packs and sold in the streets at fairs and markets and wherever
crowds gathered as well as in backstreet shops their content was as
broad as can be imagined news and scandal crimes and last dying
confessions of murderers divinations instructional works wonder stories
miracles folktales and legends love stories celebrations of national
victories and lamentations for the good old days they were often couched
in the form of poetry or song and included pictures in the form of
woodcuts and engravings to add to their appeal in every country across
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europe governments and local and religious authorities tried at times to
suppress or control these cheap printed materials sometimes too the
authorities would adopt the format of cheap print to spread their own
moral and conformist messages the educated elites almost always
treated cheap print with disdain but the people continued to buy these
items in their tens of thousands and the printers knew exactly what they
wanted neglected and reviled for centuries cheap print shines a light on
the culture and lives of ordinary people this is the first volume to take a
pan european perspective with each chapter detailing the experience of
a particular country or region offering the reader the opportunity to
progress from the particular to a continent wide overview this
combination of the ubiquity of the materials and overarching themes with
the variations wrought by local circumstances can be summed up in the
phrase always the same but everywhere different

The New Universal English and Italian
Dictionary, Etc 2019-06-17
this book highlights the close interactions between plants plant
knowledge politics and social life in padua during the age of revolution it
explores the lives and thoughts of two brothers the lawyer andrea
meneghini and the botanist giuseppemeneghini illustrating the unspoken
dreams of progress and a new social order but also sheds light on the
ambiguous relationship between the paduan elite and austrian rule
before the 1848 revolution a closer look at park designs gardening
associations and networks fl ower exhibitions agricultural societies
organicist metaphors and botanical research on the organization of living
bodies opens up unexpected parallels between actors and ideas of two
apparently distant areas botany and political economy

Deliciae Fictiles V. Networks and
Workshops 2021-10-22
die 1970er jahre gelten in der deutschen zeitgeschichte als epoche eines
tief greifenden sozialen wandels eines strukturbruchs im Übergang von
der industriemoderne zur postfordistischen gesellschaft die beiträge
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dieses bandes widmen sich diesem jahrzehnt erstmals aus einer
stadthistorischen perspektive und stellen dabei entwicklungen in
westdeutschland und italien einander gegenüber in fallstudien zu städten
vom ruhrgebiet bis sizilien wird untersucht wie sich die umbrüche dieser
zeit im brennpunkt von städtischem raum und städtischer gesellschaft
verdichten als urbane krise wahrgenommen und verhandelt werden und
sich in konflikten in der städtischen politik sowie kämpfen in und um die
stadt manifestieren

Cheap Print and the People 2005
the practice of genealogy in particular the work of jakob wilhelm imhoff
from nuremberg germany a prolific and highly respected genealogical
author is a case study in how knowledge was produced and disseminated
in the 17th and 18th centuries during this time much of europe was in
the grip of a genealogical craze family lineages and their display in
multiple textual and visual forms were key instruments in defining
dynasties organizing international relations and structuring social life at
large despite genealogy s overall impact on social cultural and political
life however scholars have so far largely failed to investigate the complex
knowledge economy that supported all forms of genealogical
argumentation this monograph in fact is the first book length study of
post 1600 continental genealogy

Plants and Politics in Padua During the Age
of Revolution, 1820–1848 2017-05-11
this book is a comprehensive survey of methodological individualism in
social political and economic thought from the enlightenment to the 20th
century exploring the works of such figures as de mandeville smith marx
spencer durkheim simmel weber hayek popper and parsons this study
underlines the contrasts between methodological collectivism and
methodological individualism the detailed analysis offered here also
reveals the theoretical presuppositions behind the collectivist and
individualist traditions and the practical consequences of their
applications infantino concludes in favour of individualism
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Aspettando il giorno 2006-09-04
this volume provides an overview of current research in the history of
italian technology in the long run from the early middle ages to the 20th
century the contributors focus on different aspects of italian creativity in
a local transnational and global dimension tracing the trajectory from
primacy to relative decline the themes range from the creation and
establishment of new technologies in laboratories or enterprises the
processes of learning diffusion and copying and the institutions involved
in the generation of a national technological capability and innovation
system comparative studies are included in order to illustrate special
features of the italian case the industries covered in this volume range
from silk iron and steel production to electricity generation and
telecommunications special issue italian technology from the renaissance
to the 20th century edited by anna guagnini and luca mola included in
this volume inventors patents and the market for innovations in
renaissance italy the microcosm technological innovation and the
transfer of mechanical knowledge in the habsburg empire of the
sixteenth century diamonds in early modern venice technology products
and international competition a global supremacy the worldwide
hegemony of the piedmontese reeling technologies 1720s 1830s raw
materials transmission of know how and ceramic techniques in early
modern italy a mediterranean perspective anabaptist migration and the
diffusion of the maiolica from faenza to central europe a bold leap into
electric light the creation of the società italiana edison 1880 1886
keeping abreast with the technology of science the economic life of the
physics laboratory at the university of padua 1847 1857 mechanics made
in italy innovation and expertise evolution a case study from the
packaging industry 1960 98 telecommunications italian style the shaping
of the constitutive choices 1850 1914 beyond the myth of the self taught
inventor the learning process and formative years of young guglielmo
marconi technology transfer economic strategies and politics in the
building of the first italian submarine telegraph lights and shades italian
innovation across the centuries european steel vs chinese cast iron from
technological change to social and political choices 4th century bc 18th
century ad the italian national innovation system a long term perspective
1861 2011
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Sul filo dei ricordi... 2023-04-04
un racconto a pi voci denso e poetico due giovani donne vivono in
epoche storiche differenti ma si incontrano in un viaggio che le accomuna
alla ricerca di verit emancipazione e giustizia sconcertante narrazione
della vita nei territori occupati della palestina

Cities Contested 2014-02-04
this book explores the early advent of electricity as a pivotal
phenomenon in the cultivation of popular cultural scientific interest

Discipline Filosofiche (2006-2) 2014-10-30
witchcraft and magic are topics of enduring interest for many reasons the
main one lies in their extraordinary interdisciplinarity anthropologists
folklorists historians and more have contributed to build a body of work of
extreme variety and consistence of course this also means that the
subjects themselves are not easy to assess in a very general way we can
define witchcraft as a supernatural means to cause harm death or
misfortune while magic also belongs to the field of supernatural or at
least esoteric knowledge but can be used to less dangerous effects e g
divination and astrology in western civilization however the witch hunt
has set a very peculiar perspective in which diabolical witchcraft the
invention of the sabbat the persecution of many thousands of mostly
female and sometimes male presumed witches gave way to a
phenomenon that is fundamentally different from traditional witchcraft
this special issue of religions dedicated to witchcraft demonology and
magic features nine articles that deal with four different regions of
europe england germany hungary and italy between late medieval and
modern times in different contexts and social milieus far from pretending
to offer a complete picture they focus on some topics that are central to
the research in those fields and fit well in the current cumulative concept
of western witchcraft that rules out all mono causality theories
investigating a plurality of causes
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The Maker of Pedigrees 2014-08-26
oliver sapeva raccontare le storie in un modo davvero coinvolgente e
aveva uno strano modo di farlo parlava sempre come se fossi io il
protagonista dei suoi racconti amava profondamente il mare ed io
appena potevo correvo da lui ad ascoltare le sue storie una volta me ne
raccontò una che non dimenticherò mai parlava degli abissi e delle
bizzarre forme di vita che li popolano mi fece vivere un avventura che mi
permise di scoprire le bellezze di questo mondo sconosciuto e di
apprezzarne le infinite sfumature cogliendo quella sottile differenza che
distingue l impossibile dall improbabile l idea raccontata dall autore tutto
e iniziato da un piccolo problema di compensazione ad un orecchio che
mi impediva di scendere nelle profondita del mare non potevo resistere
desideravo con tutte le forze tornare ad immergermi in apnea ma non
potevo i dottori mi dissero che avrei dovuto aspettare almeno 3 mesi era
un tempo assolutamente troppo lungo cosi ho deciso di solcare le
profondita con la fantasia visitando luoghi davvero incredibili alla fine ci
sono voluti 8 mesi per finire il libro e altrettanti per tornare in mare ma in
fondo ne e valsa la pena il libro e stato un modo per ricordare e ordinare
tutte le emozioni che il mare mi ha regalato e in piu la prima volta che ho
rimesso la testa sotto a quel manto blu incantato ho provato una
sensazione davvero magica mi sembrava una favola e probabilmente lo
era e lo e ancora oggi

Individualism in Modern Thought
2023-10-17
the complex interplay of the formation and communication of knowledge
the structure of social interaction and the evolution of the division of
labour is here skilfully explored in a broad historical philosophical and
analytical framework by a truly international meeting of minds enabling
an encounter with great thinkers past and present commencing with
hume and smith a heady and unusual elixir finely distilled and to be
slowly enjoyed if its sophisticated benefits are to be fully gathered by the
reader peter groenewegen university of sydney australia knowledge
social institutions and the division of labour gives rise to a new and richer
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institutional analysis of the economy centred around the analysis of
language the division of labour and social knowledge it is in this
perspective that the economic analysis of institutions comes to be
associated with the study of civil society or with the broad framework of
communication and coordination behind the interaction of individuals in
economic and non economic spheres this fascinating book is divided into
three parts beginning with the issue of the development of science as an
aspect of the division of labour starting from methodological problems on
the communication of scientific knowledge the volume goes on to explore
issues on the moral bases of social interaction and more particularly of
commercial society before ending with in depth analyses of questions on
the division of labour social institutions and the diffusion of knowledge in
society

History of Technology Volume 32
2020-05-20
detective fiction is a universally popular genre stories about the
investigation of a crime by a detective are published all over the world
and in hundreds of languages detective fiction provides more than
entertainment however it often has a great deal to say about crime and
punishment justice and injustice testimony and judgment the novel as
investigation examines a group of detective novels by three important
italian writers leonardo sciascia dacia maraini and antonio tabucchi
whose conviction about the ethical responsibility of the writer manifests
itself in their investigative fiction jo ann cannon explores each writer s
denunciation of societal ills in two complementary texts these
investigative novels shed light on pressing social ills which are not
particular to italian society of the late twentieth century but are universal
in scope sciascia focuses on abuses of power and the death penalty
maraini on violence against women tabucchi on torture and police
brutality in addition each of these texts self reflexively explore the role of
writing in society sciascia maraini and tabucchi all use their fiction to
defend the power of the pen to address il male del mondo the novel as
investigation will be of interest to a broad audience of readers including
those interested in italian and comparative literature italian social history
and cultural studies
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Il futuro dell'Amazzonia 2012-02-22
the discussion of architecture with all the visibility of its objects tends to
downplay the invisible flows of money that sustain its production it is as if
the dependency on economic forces is too much to face up to better then
to celebrate the catalytic genius of the architectural hero and then the
glorious outputs and try to ignore everything else that goes on in
between this issue intends to probe the in between space of the
operations of architecture examining the intersection of the projects of
architecture with economies and with it their associated social and
political contexts and implications it is only through a better
understanding of the way that contemporary economics cut across
architectural operations that one can learn to deal with these dominant
forces in a resistive and transformational manner

I Segreti di Itaca 2001-01-01
this volume is the second of the series corollaria crustumina aimed at the
publication of conference proceedings doctoral theses and specialist
studies concerning the latin settlement of crustumerium rome and italian
protohistory it contains multidisciplinary papers of an international group
of archaeologists discussing new fieldwork data and theories of broad
relevance to italian archaeology and with specific relevance to the study
of crustumerium s settlement cemeteries and material culture in light of
the site s cultural identity

In the Land of Marvels 2006-01-01
70 13

Witchcraft, Demonology and Magic
2018-11-30
in august 2012 the fifteenth international congress for neo latin studies
was held in münster germany the proceedings in this volume forty five
individual and five plenary papers have been collected under the motto
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litterae neolatinae sedes et quasi domicilia rerum religiosarum et
politicarum religion and politics in neo latin literature

A precipizio negli abissi 2016-03-31
one of the most important italian poets of the last century vittorio sereni
1913 83 wrote with a historical awareness unlike that of any of his
contemporaries a poet of both personal and political responsibility his
work sensitively explores life under fascism military defeat and
imprisonment and the resurgence of extreme right wing politics as well
as the roles played by love and friendship in the survival of humanity the
first substantial translation of sereni s oeuvre published anywhere in the
world the selected poetry and prose of vittorio sereni is a unique guide to
this twentieth century poet a bilingual edition reissued in paperback for
the poet s centenary it collects sereni s poems criticism and short fiction
with a full chronology commentary bibliography and learned introduction
by british poet and scholar peter robinson

Knowledge, Social Institutions and the
Division of Labour
2023-02-01T00:00:00+01:00
wonderful offers and provokes meditation on the timeless nature of
censorship its practices its intentions and its unintended outcomes times
higher education forbidden knowledge explores the censorship of medical
books from their proliferation in print through the prohibitions placed on
them during the counter reformation how and why did books banned in
italy in the sixteenth century end up back on library shelves in the
seventeenth historian hannah marcus uncovers how early modern
physicians evaluated the utility of banned books and facilitated their
continued circulation in conversation with catholic authorities through
extensive archival research marcus highlights how talk of scientific utility
once thought to have begun during the scientific revolution in fact began
earlier emerging from ecclesiastical censorship and the desire to
continue to use banned medical books what s more this censorship in
medicine which preceded the copernican debate in astronomy by sixty
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years has had a lasting impact on how we talk about new and
controversial developments in scientific knowledge beautiful illustrations
accompany this masterful timely book about the interplay between
efforts at intellectual control and the utility of knowledge marcus deftly
explains the various contradictions that shaped the interactions between
catholic authorities and the medical and scientific communities of early
modern italy showing how these dynamics defined the role of outside
expertise in creating catholic knowledge for centuries to come annals of
science an important study that all scholars and advanced students of
early modern europe will want to read especially those interested in early
modern medicine religion and the history of the book highly
recommended choice

The Novel as Investigation 2011-11-07
how 16th century venetian silk manufacturers met the challenge of
demand for lighter and cheaper fabric the manufacture of luxury textiles
such as silk was central to an italian renaissance economy based on
status and conspicuous consumption from the rapidly changing fashions
that drove demand to the jobs created for craftsmen weavers and
merchants the wealth and prestige associated with silk throughout
europe made it italy s leading export industry in this important book luca
molà examines the silk industry in renaissance venice amid changing
markets suppliers producers and government regulations drawing on
archival research and a vast amount of european scholarship molà
documents the innovations venetians made in manufacturing and
marketing to spur the silk industry he uncovers the alliance between
manufacturers and government to promote the industry in a changing
international economic environment through flexible laws quality was
regulated to meet the varying requirements of an increasing range of
customers molà also analyzes state policy that favored the development
and organization of silk producers throughout the terraferma his findings
contribute in an important way to the ongoing scholarly assessment of
venice s place in the economy of the renaissance and the mediterranean
world
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Ardeth #03 (II - Fall 2018) 2015-02-24
in 2018 a conference of the international association for neo latin studies
took place in albacete humanity and nature arts and sciences in neo latin
literature this volume publishes the event s proceedings which deal with
a broad range of fields including literature history philology

Early states, territories and settlements in
protohistoric Central Italy 2008-09-15
this collection of interdisciplinary essays introduce the history and culture
of the lands ruled by the sovereign house of savoy during the late
medieval and early modern periods territories now part of france italy
and switzerland because the sabaudian realms were geographically
linguistically and culturally diverse and did not evolve into a single
modern nation state their early history has been overlooked by historians
whose perspectives were often informed by a narrow national framework
an international team of scholars offers new research that de
provincializes many of the existing rich scholarly assessments of the
historical significance of these lands which were important for rulers and
subjects throughout early modern europe the volume explores the
concept of sabaudian studies and identifies historiographic developments
and current trends in the field beginning with the geography and the
history of the area the essays examine sabaudian political culture
diplomatic practice judicial institutions and political thought dynastic
representation court festivals and celebrations and the projection of
dynastic prestige abroad with attention to the sacred heritage of the
house and territorial domination its fiscal religious feudal and composite
dimensions contributors include eva pibiri laurent perrillat rebecca boone
alessandro celi thalia brero stéphane gal and preston perluss michel
merle toby osborne kristine kolrud guido alfani marco battistoni matthew
vester and blythe alice raviola

Il momento presente del passato
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2020-09-25
this book presents the proceedings of the fifth meeting of the
international dante seminar as with previous volumes the proceedings
also include a carefully edited account of the extensive discussions which
followed the presentations the papers given by some of the leading
international scholars of the poet from italy the uk and the usa address
four major topics of particular concern to present day dante studies
dante as a lyric poet dante as an ethical poet dante and the eclogues and
dante in nineteenth century britain these topics reflect both areas which
are currently the subject of heated critical debate several editions of the
lyric poems are in preparation and the ethical dimension of dantes works
is very much under discussion and areas which are long overdue a
reassessment dantes remarkable revival of latin pastoral poetry and the
extraordinary british contribution to dante studies in the nineteenth
century as this set of conference proceedings makes clear in dante and
in his legacy ethics and poetry are inseparable the contributors include
paola allegretti michael caesar paolo falzone manuele gragnolati claudio
giunta claire honess robin kirkpatrick john lindon lino pertile justin
steinberg claudia villa and diego zancani

Al tramonto 2018-09-05

Spagna settentrionale 2003-04-01

Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Monasteriensis
2020-05-25

The Selected Poetry and Prose of Vittorio
Sereni 2013-03-25
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